Introducing TIM Projects: Unleashing Innovation

Join us as a client of a TIM Project. This is a resource that provides your organization with direct access to forward-thinking research, innovative solutions, and talent, pushing boundaries and creating lasting impact. What are TIM Projects? They're dynamic applied research by our students, addressing real-world problems for organizations like yours. Collaborate with masters’ students to gain insights and make informed decisions on future initiatives.

Engaging in TIM Projects offers unique advantages:

1. Fresh perspectives and ground-breaking ideas for your organization.
2. Rapid acquisition of leading-edge academic insights for better decision-making.
3. Access to talented individuals equipped to address multifaceted problems.

Become a client

It’s free, flexible, and forward-thinking. Define a problem, actively engage in the project, and provide necessary information for student success. The projects start in September, January, and May, concluding with a formal report after 12 weeks.

How it works

Submit a problem for scoping and refinement into a project. Matched with a student, you provide context about the problem, input on the project design, and give feedback on results produced. After 12 weeks, you receive a report detailing discoveries and actionable recommendations.

Ready to innovate?

Get started by contacting Eduardo Bailetti, TIM’s Business Development Officer, with your problem definition. Reach him at eduardobailetti@cunet.carleton.ca

Sign up as a client for a TIM Project today and set your organization up with top university resources: crucial knowledge and talent for growth. We’re excited to collaborate with you.